PREFACE
Mroii of this volume was prepared in the rough as J wandered
from day to day amid the sands of the Great Desert. But
expert examination of the material of all kinds brought back
by me from the Empty Quarter has inevitably necessitated
the recasting of the whole work, which, as it now appears, is
wholly the product—-under pressure of modern publishing
conditions -of * holiday ' months in a /emote corner of
Wales. For such faults and repetitions a-s may yet remain
after careful pruning of proofs 1 can only crave the reader's
indulgence. And to .those who have assisted me in the pre-
paratjon of this record of a land which for long years 1 have
regarded as the chief goal of my ambitions, I tender 1113*
grateful and cordial thanks.
Apart from the successful accomplishment of a task con-
ceived and attempted which is reward enough in itself,	-
the modern explorer is more fortunate* than his predecessors
in Jindinj^ a host of eager and export minds ready against his
return to pounce upon his often haphazard collections and
to separate the grain from the chaff through the sieve of
their knowledge ami experience. The critical appreciation
of such as these -their simmering enthusiasm over a. new
bug or boast, to say nothing of a meteorite crater ! -is
swreter than the plaudits of a mob. And Arabia, is still so
little known to the world at large that it Hatters the labours
of any reasonably inquisitive visitor.
At the end of my own work 1 have placed, in a serins of
apjwudiiws, the reports or results emanating from the study
of my material by uuimtouh oxfwrts in the various subjects,
Th<* work of earh is duly acknowledged then* and in other
pages. ! need not here, therefore, weary the reader at the
outset with h catalogue of name** but f would invite him (or
her) to study the appendices with diligence if he (or nlus)
would have a pro{H*r imderHtandiittg of the myHterious Kiupty
Qtiartwr of Arabia in detail an wall iw in the hiohh.
To Dr. L, .1, K)K*n<:or and hin colteagutw of the British
Mtititnim, who have provided Home of the apfxwdieea; to
others who have placed at uiy diBpo»al

